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There’s a lot to be said for being a Blockhead. For instance, when you have one of those 

moments where you sigh and slam your head down on your desk, you won’t break your snout. 

That comes with having a flat face. When it comes to having a group picture taken, you can fit 

more people in easily because all the faces fit together nicely. Handling Blockheads during a 

medical emergency also is easier because all you need is a hand truck. Grab their ankles, tip 

them up, and they readily transport for treatment. 

OK then… so I am not a stick figure blockhead. I have a long snout and fur. I have fangs and 

claws and the cutest little round belly you could imagine; not to mention my tail. It’s tough being 

like this. You tend to be picked upon and left out of things because you’re different. Blockheads 

tend to stick together and once one of them believes something, most all of them do. Being 

different does not make you a bad person… it just makes you different; but you stand out. Things 

are said. You become the butt of most bad jokes. 

For instance; I do not eat blockheads. They know this too for Wolf’s sake! I live among them… 

quite peacefully, I might add. But I hear it a lot in their whispers. I have very good hearing. 

Perhaps this is because of my long pointed ears – but – it could also have something to do with 

the absence of ears on those around me. They are Blockheads after all. This makes what they 

consider as secretive not so much since they have to be loud in order to be heard. This also 

makes the wooing sound they make, on my behalf, very annoying. Their flat little lips make the 

funniest of noises when they try to say the letter ‘W’ as when they try to say the word ‘Wolf’. It 

sort of comes out as ‘weooffff, weooffff’. I remember a story my mother read to me about a boy 

who cried Wolf, and it didn’t make any sense to me because I was a Wolf. I asked her, ‘Why are 

people so afraid of us?’ She just smiled a big smile showing me all of her wonderful teeth. 

“Wolf,” said a soft and very feminine voice next to my ear. 



“That’s right! I’m a Wolf!” I yelled angrily. As I turned, the words tried to force themselves back 

down my throat. Standing next to me was the cutest little girl in fur I’d ever seen. 

“So I see,” she replied, while all the blockheads in the vicinity made their stupid noises and kissy 

sounds. At that moment, I was ready to do some serious biting, but her paw was upon my arm 

and it stopped me. “My foster mother sent me with a full picnic basket because she wasn’t sure 

how much a Wolf would eat for lunch. Bless her heart, she didn’t want to take any chances. I’ll 

share it with you. Is there someplace where we can eat in private? Eating with ‘them’ is so 

tedious.” She winked at me and my heart melted. 

Her name was Betty and she was found as a pup by a family of blockheads on a camping trip. 

There’s even the required stick figure family thing on the back window of their camper. They 

were disappointed to find out that we Wolfs are an actual people so legally they couldn’t exactly 

keep her as a pet. Taking her to the ‘authorities’, more time was wasted with all the Blockhead 

red tape for such things, and being her real family could not be found, she was placed into foster 

care where they immediately tried to reshape her head. You can’t do that to a Wolf without 

serious mentalities taking place. But she was smarter than that; they just never figured this out. 

Eventually, before too much damage was done, her family was able to adopt. 

I took Betty to my favorite private place which was way out in the woods behind the football 

stadium. I had my favorite tricks to keep the Blockers away and I was pleased to see she 

approved. When we sat, she spread the picnic out, and to my absolute delight, there was a whole 

roasted chicken in the basket.  

“There’s no one around to see?” she asked. 

“No one,” I assured her. 

We ate then using just our fingers and fangs. It was wonderful. All during this feast, we made 

fun of the way the Blockerheads had to be so pristine with their napkins and utensils, taking such 

small bites that they had to chew exactly so many times before swallowing. 

“In all honesty,” she told me, “I owe them my life. The fact that I’m alive and breathing is 

because they cared enough to take me in.” 

“You’re making me feel guilty for my sarcasm,” I snickered. 

“So what’s your story?” 

“I’m a changeling,” I told her. 

“No, really,” was her reply as she licked the chicken grease from my fingers. 

“It’s true. I was a Blockhead.” 



The she Wolf giggled. I think the taste of the chicken grease was getting to her. Too much of it 

can set a Wolf over the edge. I pulled my paw back. As much as I would have liked to spend the 

whole afternoon with her in the woods, this wasn’t possible.  

“Unfortunately we live in a Blockhead world,” I admitted, “So that means we have to deal with 

Blockhead rules concerning things like school, and family, and sex.” 

She adjusted herself to more closely match the position of my body, the fur of our bodies that 

was exposed intertwined perfectly. “So tell me, ‘changeling’, how is it you speak Wolf so well?” 

“My life has been a study of Wolf,” I admitted. “I watched a show on the Nature Channel just 

last week. It was all about Wolfs and their packs and how they relate to each other. It was 

fascinating. Then there was also that movie about the scientist who went all the way up into the 

bush just to study a Wolf family. He ended up being more a part of what they were than what he 

was.”  

[Never Cry Wolf: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Never_Cry_Wolf_(film)] 

She licked my face. “And he became a changeling? 

“Almost. He ended up running naked with the Caribou and he had a friend who was an old 

Alaska native fellow who still attended the old ways of life up there.” 

“But he was a blockhead?” 

“Sadly, yes.” 

“Then again,” she told me, “The world is full of blockheads is it not?” 

“Sadly, yes.” I sighed a Wolfish sigh. “They have overgrown the entire world just like the weeds 

they are.” 

“But even Blockhead weeds have flowers,” she told me. I found her accent to be delicious. “And 

sometimes when you are not feeling well, the weeds give you relief.” 

I laughed. “Because you eat them?” 

“I was more referring to the doctors and medicines they have.” 

She leaned upon my chest and I fell backwards to the ground, finding myself looking up at a 

perfectly blue sky eclipsed by the prettiest of faces ever. This face came slowly ever closer until 

our noses touched. 

BBBBBBBBBBBBRRRRRRRRRRRRRRrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrr….. 



The sound of the old fashioned alarm clock my Dad gave me last Christmas dragged me from the 

dream; as it always did. One day I would throw it against the wall like they do in the cartoons. 

Tossing my covers, I sat up in bed and found myself looking at my reflection in the mirror my 

mother insisted be mounted upon the wall with the statement, ‘This will help you look your best 

every day of the year, Michael, just don’t forget to use it.’ 

Staring back at me was not the changeling I wished to be. My reflection showed ‘just’ another 

blockhead… little biddy ears pressed back to the sides of my head and a flat looking face whose 

lips could not fashion an accurate ‘Arooo’ if even life depended upon it. 

“I am not a Blockhead,” I muttered. 

Hearing the creak of a floorboard next to my bedroom door, I yell out, “I’m up!” 

“Breakfast in ten minutes,” my mother called back, “And comb your hair. You look like a Wolf 

with bedhead.” 

Looking over to the Wolf plush toy sitting on my dresser I mutter, “And what’s wrong with 

that?” 

Then the letter taped to the mirror caught my attention, and I smiled. It’s my acceptance to a 

‘special’ summer program working with a famous anthropologist in Scotland of all places. My 

folks, considering all of the things involved, actually agreed this would be a good thing for me. 

At least I have that to look forward to. His specialty is the Wolf, and with any luck at all I might 

even encounter one of the fabled Wulver. 

If only…… 

Taped next to the letter was a small stick figure Wolf Betty had made for me, bearing the words, 

‘You are not a Blockhead.’ 

At school I took daily refuge in the fact that, neither was she. 

 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wulver 

 


